FROM DATA LAKE TO DATA PLATFORM

1. HAVE YOU DESIGNED A 'DATA MANAGEMENT GOVERNANCE' WITHIN YOUR CENTRAL BANK?

2. WHAT ARE THE DOMAINS OF APPLICATION OF YOUR CURRENT BIG DATA PROJECTS? (MULTIPLE CHOICE >100%)

3. WHAT ARE THE MAIN CHALLENGES REGARDING BIG DATA DEVELOPMENTS AT YOUR CENTRAL BANK? (POSSIBLE MULTIPLE CHOICE >100%)

4. AT WHAT STAGE IS YOUR DATAPLATFORM/DATA LAKE DEPLOYMENT PROJECT AT YOUR CENTRAL BANK?

5. WHICH ON-PREMISE DATA PLATFORM HAVE YOU DEPLOYED / ARE YOU PLANNING TO DEPLOY:

- Economic analytics/forecast
- Human Resources
- Statistics
- IT
- Macro-prudential Banking supervision
- Human Resources
- Other NA

6. WHICH TECHNOLOGIES ARE YOU USING/PLANNING TO USE ON YOUR DATA PLATFORM? (MULTIPLE CHOICE >100%)

- Data warehousing
- Data virtualisation
- AI/ML
- Data catalogue
- Other

DATA CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT ARE CALCULATED FROM PARTICIPANTS' RESPONSES TO A QUESTIONNAIRE CIRCULATED PRIOR TO THE CONFERENCE. NO ATTEMPT HAS BEEN MADE TO VERIFY ACCURACY. DEFINITIONS AND METHODOLOGIES DIFFER ACROSS JURISDICTIONS.